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PioneeringHope
Omid has launched Iran into the club of countries with indigenous space industries.
PARVIZ TARIKHIThe Iranian Space Agency has taken its first step towards the launch of an indigenous remote sensing capability. On 2 February, it launched a store and forward communications satellite called Omid (meaning hope in Farsi). It is the first Iranian-built satellite to be lifted by a domestic launcher. This puts Iran in the club of nine countries that have their own satellite launching and manufacturing capacities. 

The former Soviet Union launched the world’s first artificial satellite, Sputnik-1, in October 1957. The last country to achieve this goal was Israel in 1988.Work on the design of Omid began in February 2006. The satellite is a cube with 40 cm sides. It has a mass of 27 kg. Its orbital period is 90.7 minutes, with an inclination of 55.71 degrees. There is considerable enthusiasm for the design and manufacture of micro- and nano-satellites in the country. This will evolve into a capability to build larger satellites that can play a role in the management and monitoring of natural disasters, earthquakes, natural resources and agriculture.Three satellite design and manufacturing programs are underway in Iran, at Amirkabir University of Technology, the University of Science and Technology, and the Sharif University of Technology. The finance allocated to each program exceeds $14 million, according to the Iranian Space Agency.These projects conform to Iran’s 20-year vision decree, issued on 4 November 2002. On this plan, the country’s potentials and capacities should be focused on increasing its contribution to global scientific output. In this context, it should gain access to tools such as nanotechnology, biotechnology, information and communication, environmental, aerospace and nuclear technologies.The main achievements of the project have been in acquiring space technology. This can be used to drive other industries. 

necessary software development.A second achievement has been persuading academia to make a contribution to the development of space technologies, satellite manufacturing, integration and testing. This has required a great deal of co-operation, which will be reflected in other spheres of activity. There have also been gains in co-operation with the private sector, and in the interaction between launcher, satellite and ground station suppliers and manufacturers. 

Parviz Tarikhi <parviz_tarikhi@hotmail.com> ran the Office for Specialised International Co-operation of the Iranian Space Agency between 2004-07. He has been involved with the UN Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UN-COPUOS) since 2000.

It is the first Iranian-built satellite to be lifted by a domestic launcher…

There have also been gains in co-operation with the private sector…

The Safir 2 launch vehicle just prior to launch, with the Omid satellite on board. It is the first Iranian rocket with the abilty to reach orbit.

Iran Daily

There were several phases in the development of Omid. The first phase included setting up the satellite’s electronics, building the space receiver and transmitter, and performing quality systems management and thermal vacuum testing. In the second phase, environmental tests were carried out for quality assurance, the space GPS was set up for tracking, and the ranging facility mounted. Finally, there was satellite flight simulation, space system engineering, satellite in-orbit operation and the 

Another major accomplishment is the design and implementation of a domestic telemetry, tracking and command station, and of satellite monitoring and control systems. The software industry has been a beneficiary of the work. A satellite tracking system has been implemented. The ground station network includes three tracking, telemetry and command stations, and one central flight control station. Additionally, there are four ranging stations and ground receiving stations and terminals. Telemetry coding and decoding systems have been built.In parallel with the development of satellites, Iran has been developing launch vehicle technology. Safir-2 is the first domestic launch vehicle capable of lifting lightweight satellites to low Earth orbit. It can inject a satellite into an orbit with a perigee of 500 kilometres. It is 22 metres in length with a diameter of 1.25 metres. It weighs more than 26 tonnes on the launch pad.Based on official announcements, Omid’s mission was concluded on 24 March 2009, 50 days after its launch. Re-entry of the satellite to the atmosphere has not been officially announced, but calculations suggest that Omid entered the atmosphere mid-April. The second stage of the Safir-2 would decay before the end of May.Although it was an experimental satellite on a short-term mission aimed at making orbital measurements, the experience and knowledge acquired opens the door for more sophisticated systems.
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